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Abstract 
V I R T U A L R E A L I S M : research into digital imaging and interactive mult imedia . 
The work explores photographic representation of landscape panoramas combined 
with user interactivity and virtual reality e lements of motion and sound. A study 
taking the fo rm of an exhibi t ion of mul t imedia screen projec t ions and printed 
photographic panoramas exhibi ted at the Canber ra School of Art Gallery f r o m 
Augus t 21 to Sep tember 7, 1997 which compr ises the ou t come of the S tudio 
Practice component , together with the Report which documents the nature of the 
course of study undertaken. 
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Introduction 
Blue Water Holes CybeiTrek is an interactive multimedia journey of virtual realism, 
d e v e l o p e d as pr in ted p h o t o g r a p h i c images , a C D R o m e x p e r i e n c e f ea tu r ing 
Q u i c k t i m e VR p a n o r a m a s and digital v ideo, and as a Wor ld W i d e W e b site 
access ib le f r o m a n y w h e r e in the wired world . A real is t ical ly s imula ted 3 D 
env i ronmen t has been created by combin ing the e lements of sound, mot ion and 
photographic detail to depict panorama locations along trekking paths of Blue Water 
Holes in Kosc iuszko Nat ional Park. This work was inspired by my interest in 
l andscape and digi tal pho tog raphy , cybercu l tu re , and new imag ing so f twa re 
deve lopments such as Quickt ime VR which enhance the viewer's experience of still 
images. The aim of this work was to translate journey and exploration of space and 
matter of a natural environment into an interactive experience through photographic 
representat ion of the envi ronment and incorporat ing t ime based e lements such as 
motion of imagery and sound. 
Blue Water Holes CyberTrek: Landscape in Cyberspace 
Blue Water Holes CyberTrek is about pioneering the new digital frontier of landscape 
imagery and representation. The interactive multimedia work incoiporates the realism 
of photographic images with virtual reality elements of sound and motion to create a 
virtual realism experience of landscape in cyberspace. CyberTrek is about the event of 
passing through the landscape and represents motion, change and time in the 
environment through series of Quicklime VR panoramas and digital video. The 
combination of photographic images with user interactivity and motion enhances the 
experience of viewing landscape panoramas as the cruser (creative user) has co-
creative control to fragment and emphasise elements of the image. 
The images of all encompassing panoramas featured in CyberTrek depict the colours, 
forms and beauty of the Blue Water Holes landscape. Sites of panorama locations 
were selected on aesthetic judgements and criteria such as mid to far reaching views of 
landscape forms with maximum depth of field; unique features of the landscape 
detailed in the foreground such as tree trunks, rock formations, creek beds, and 
foliage; and sequential sites along the track to give a sense of moving through the 
environment. During exploration of the natural environment, CyberTrek became 
structured as four linear journeys which best captured the features and diversity of the 
land.scape. These four walking treks were the Blue Water Holes camping area, along 
Cave Creek to the Waterfall, through the plains and along the dry rocky creek bed to 
Coolamon Cave, and finally through the Coolamine Homestead. 
The relationship and impact of man on this environment is a subtle theme in the work. 
It is futile if not impossible to portray a natural landscape without including the 
modifications made by human culture and the myths, memories, and ob.sessions 
which shape our perceptions of landscape. As Simon Schama suggests "...we are 
accustomed to separate nature and human perception into two realms, they are in fact 
indivisible. Before it can ever be a response for the senses, landscape is the work of 
the mind. Its scenery is built up as much from the strata of memory as from layers of 
rock" (1). The panoramas in CyberTrek include the established tracks and camping 
grounds, trek markers, and of course the Homestead which represents white man's 
presence and landownership in the area for over a hundred years. The direction of 
experience is confined to following the trekking paths to encourage the notion of 
following the track to accessible sites rather than bush bashing through pristine 
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accessible sites rather than bush bashing through pristine wilderness for the undiscovered 
location, as is featured in much landscape wilderness imagery. 
Blue Water Holes CyberTrek can be described as minimalistic in interface to such a 
complicated process of capturing the realism of the landscape. The idea of seamlessness 
was important to creating the illusion of realism and was achieved by the use of digital 
imaging technologies, which create a new perceptual experience of the constructed 
photographic landscape image. The entire multimedia piece works like an interactive 
video to be played and watched. Like a trek through the natural environment, CyberTrek 
is an experience of motion and ob.servation through a series of linear events in a non-
linear structure. The cruser cannot change the landscape, the walking trek or the order in 
which sites are di.scovered; they do, however, have the power to experience it in as much 
or little detail and time as they wish. It is the cruser's prerogative to be fleeting and 
speedily experience the sites or to be patient and observe, to indulge in the simplicity of 
this piece which is reflective of the simplicity of the place, in the cycles of nature, and to 
stop and look and listen. 
i^lup^A^ter Holei 
Megan Jones 1997 
CyberCulture and New Media Technologies 
The development of digital media for artistic application is similar to the development of 
photography as both began as new technologies capable of representing reality in a new 
way, challenging the previous mediums of visual representation and perception. New 
media developments have provided tools for the imagination to create new terrains of 
images, sounds, experiences and concepts. The impact of digital media is seen in the 
revolution of communication functions and forms, spawning a new sub-culture 
subverting the 90's called Cyberculture. 
"My experiences, far from being original or unique, seem to 
be part of an enormous cultural metamorphosis. Like 
millions of others, I have come to feel as comfortable over 
there in Cyberia, Tubeland, on the other side of my 
electronic-reality window, as I do operating in the closed-in 
Terrarium of the material world. My brain, like yours, needs 
to be clothed in cyberwear and to swim, float, navigate 
through the oceans of electronic data." - Timothy Leary (2) 
Sub-cultures are often the product of the media technology of the age. Cyberculture is the 
culture of screen inspired Cyberpunks, surfing the waves of information available at their 
finger tips through new digital communication technology. Digital realities are accessed 
through the telephone, cinema, radio, television, computers, compact discs, and fax 
machines and creates a universe of electronic signals, relationships and environments 
called Cyberia. Cyberspace describes the virtual spaces accessed by computers, such as 
the Worid Wide Web ( W W W ) of sites interconnected and linked by URL pathnames. 
The virtual digital landscape has redefined ideas of community and experience as issues of 
locality and identity are transformed by the global network of instant access to information 
and image via the screen. The W W W has also provided individuals with the ability to 
publish and exhibit in virtual space. Cyberpunks are those individuals who have evolved 
with communication technology advances from the television screen dictatorship through 
the networked world of cyberspace, the interactive world of multimedia, and into the new 
sensoria of virtual reality (3). 
N e w digital imaging software for image enhancement and manipulation evolved f rom the 
convergence of photographic with computer technology during the 1990s. "This post-
photographic age sees the computer in its role as a universal machine, capable of 
synthesising traditional media and integrating them into a new, generalised image 
technology." (4). Digital production mediums provide new tools for artistic application 
and expression; for example, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Premier and Macromedia Director 
have inspired use of digital media elements in contemporary art practice. Adobe 
Photoshop provides a digital photographic darkroom on the desktop to manipulate 
scanned images in precise adjustments. Video can be digitised and edited in Avid 
Videoshop and Adobe Premier to create Quicktime movies. Animation and the 
combination of visual and audio elements is produced in Director and has developed 
interactive multimedia as a production format for commercial and artistic applications. 
Quicktime VR is revolutionary in the way it is co-creative in constructing the gaze to 
enhance an interactive media experience of an environment, allowing the viewer to frame 
and direct their experience of a simulated landscape image. 
Quickt ime VR (QTVR) was developed by Apple Computers and allows the viewer, or 
cruser (creative user), to interact with a seamless 360 degree photographic panorama in a 
similar way to how one sees. By directing the mouse over the panorama, the image pans 
left and right, up and down and the cmser has the options to zoom in and out to their 
desired level of detail. This interaction with the seamless wide angle image allows the 
cruser to f rame their own image and experience or observe the panorama site in an 
individually unique way. Interactive multimedia is a screen based medium possessing 
similar cultural affiliations as other .screen based media such as television and film. The 
screen has become credible and "truthful" as a learning tool in the information age, as we 
learn what is real through media experience and perception at a distance. McKenzie Wark 
def ines the space we inhabit through global media events as Virtual Geography, as it is 
through the shared experience of these stories and places that we can discuss them as real 
occurrences. Virtual Geography describes the living room experience of the screen event, 
which offers a different kind of perception of media stories around the world as opposed 
to perceptions gained at those events we experience by being there (5). These media 
experiences give physical locations a virtual and universal locality, and become real to 
those who have engaged in the screen event to become part of a shared frame of 
reference. 
The technologies which allow electronic images to be received, processed and transmitted 
has increased the individual's ability to disseminate information and to cast, produce, 
script, direct and distribute media. Relationships can be based in cyberspace creating 
virtual communit ies as interaction occurs via the computer: on-line chats, e-mail and 
shared web surfing and linking. The idea of using a computer to simulate an environment, 
object, experience or process and allow the viewer to participate in it has been developed 
in various forms of virtual reality techniques. 
"Virtual Reality is, in many ways, the inevitable conclusion 
of the society of the spectacle. With the inexorable expansion 
of the mediascape, all reality is mediaized and thus becomes 
virtual." (6) 
Virtual reality frequently refers to sensory-immersive, interactive experiences generated 
by a computer. The elements of audio, visual and interactive motion combine to create 
virtual 3D experiences through a human-computer interface. The hype surrounding the 
promise of immersive virtual realities has had little realisation other than in science fiction, 
and those pioneering VR are often clumsy geometric simulations with no basis in the 
material world. 
Representation of the Landscape Image 
As image making technology has advanced, our perceptions and techniques of 
landscape representation have evolved. Landscape is challenging to the photographer 
as the elements of earth and sky are unpredictable and uncomposed, and yet must be 
captured to convey the presence of the scene. It is in the process and technique of 
portraying landscape that cultural values and interpretations based on myths, memories 
and previous experiences are expressed. Yosemite Valley and Park is an example of 
landscape and wilderness transformed by photography over the past century, having 
been protected for conservation ideals, and ultimately propagated by tourism. 
Wilderness is the product of culture's framing, and Yosemite has come to represent an 
American Eden through the sweeping still images of photographers such as Carleton 
Watkins and Ansel Adams (7). These "traditional" photographers presented 
spectacular nature-icons featuring mountains and lakes with no human presence, and 
used the still image to freeze the moment. The visions of Ansel Adams recall a world 
before development, through perfect exposure and printing of large format negatives, 
he presents a new romantic notion of landscape. 
David Hockney, British artist turned photographer, photocollaged the Merced River, 
Yosemite Valley during the 1980s and presented a new way of seeing and envisioning 
the landscape. This photograph presents multiple perspective simultaneously, layering 
images to convey the sound and motion of the rushing stream. He has challenged the 
linear perspective of camera vision and introduced time and the body into the 
photograph by creating new techniques of representation with the same instrument 
photographers employ to represent landscape: the camera (8). 
The Yosemite Valley is now accessible in cyberspace, with Quicktime VR panoramas 
of the valley taken by Scott Highton as the new representation of this historically 
promoted landscape. The Web site contains all the information about the park, its 
history and timeline, and has links to all things related, particularly tourism details. 
The virtual existence of Yosemite imagery and information illustrates the evolution of 
visual representation of landscape as the visions of nature are transformed by the 
technology of the age. Blue Water Holes CyberTrek reflects the Yosemite Park 
example in the evolution of technique and process of representing unique mountainous 
landscape; from the photographic two dimensional images through to the virtual 
existence of panoramas on the World Wide Web. 
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Viillcy View from I'liiiiicl rspaiiucic 
Ansel Adams 
Tlie Mcrced River, Yoseiiiite Viillci/ 
David Hockncy 1982 
The panorama is historically a popular technique of photographing the landscape, and has 
evolved within cultural ideas of spatial representation . The modern panorama, for 
example Robert Coulter panoramas of Canberra taken in 1912, established a critical 
distance between the object (landscape) and the subject (the photographer/viewer). These 
wide angle images capture an all-encompassing view taken from a superior vantage point, 
a fixed perspective for the viewer to observe. Jan Dibbets deconstructed the modern 
panorama during the 1970s and 80s by drawing attention to the component parts of 
panoramas and representing the landscape image with simultaneous multiple perspective. 
Dibbets panoramas made constructed imaginary landscapes from components, for 
example the Panorama Dutch Mountain Land (1971) series, in which mountains and 
valleys were invented from a core set of landscape images (9). Dibbets architectural 
panoramas introduced alternative ways of seeing panoramic images other than the one 
viewing position of the traditional panoramic representation by layering components taken 
at multiple perspectives. 
Samantha Lau, Candidate for the Ma.ster of Visual Art CSA, also contradicted the qualities 
of the modern panorama and constructed subjective interpretations of the Canberra urban 
environment in the series of panoramas Interzone 1996. These images were subjected to 
what she describes as "personal interference" in spatial repre.sentation. The colour 
photographs were constructed as 360 degree panoramas made up of several components 
or separate images which did not join seamlessly but could be read as a whole. Sam 
countered the criteria of the modern panorama by photographing relatively enclosed urban 
landscapes, and employing techniques of minimum depth of field, limited sense of 
distance and detail, and a sense of phenomenological disorientation where there is no 
immediate sense of location or view (10) 
The term panorama has been altered technically and perceptually with the advent of 
Quicklime VR. The Quicktime VRs of Blue Water Holes in CyberTrek were developed 
from this technology that alters panoramic representation of landscape and introduces third 
dimensional elements of motion and time to the observation experience. The .seamless 
360 degree panoramas are photographed from one perspective, like modern panoramas, 
and capture the linear perspective of camera vision represented in the two dimensional 
images. Once in cyberspace in the Quicktime VR mode, the elements of time, motion and 
user interactivity are incorporated as the panorama is framed by the viewing screen and 
must be directed through panning and zooming controls to reveal the landscape scene. 
The growth of Quicklime VR on the World Wide Web has promoted this new 
representation of reahty and the photographed image to take crusers into landscapes, 
architecture, 3D rendered artificial environments, and into space. The Pathfinder mission 
to Mars, for example, sent back images of the surface as a 360 degree panorama which 
was stitched together and placed on the internet as Quicktime VR. The website has to date 
had over 400 million hits and successfully repre.sents the missions images of the Mars 
landscape as they had been photographed from on top of the buggy. Quicktime VR 
provides an experience of virtual navigation of an unknown inaccessible environment, 
accessible within the Cyberspace of a personal computer. 
Landscape in CyberArt 
The representation of landscape by interactive multimedia artists has mainly been through 
computer generated images, in contrast to the Blue Water Holes CyberTrek representation 
which is based on the realism of an actual landscape. Osmose by Char Davies, is an 
inspired silicon dream about life, nature and the body. Osmose was created in 
cyberspace with the aim to re-embody virtual space. The immersant, or VR user, is 
transported into a luminous landscape of artificial organic nature and interacts with the 
work by the motivation of breathing to navigate their way through forests and streams of 
light seen with a VR helmet and projected onto a screen for others to watch. Handsight 
by Agnes Hegedus encourages interaction with a computer rendered environment with 
the use of an "eye-mouse". The user moves the eye-mouse inside a large plexiglass 
sphere to reveal the 3D space filled with objects on a screen in front of the user. Jeffrey 
Shaw's interactive display Legible City simulates the experience of cycling through a 3D 
rendered city environment constructed of letters, words and sentences. The cyclist 
peddles and directs their motion as the three dimensional letters moves past according to 
the users interaction. These artists have incorporated the screen event with alternative 
navigation devices such as the head set, bicycle and eye-mouse, whereas CyberTrek has 
maintained the keyboard and mouse as navigation devices for a comfortable and 
conventional human-computer interface. 
The creation of artificial environments can generate unique worlds and entities for the 
viewer's interactive entertainment. Myst is a popular computer generated game of 
exploration and journey through an environment. The simulated landscape is traversed 
by the user with goals to achieve and is one of the more successful games to virtually 
experience exploration of a three dimensional artificial environment. Troy Innocent's 
multimedia installation Memetic Mutation 1997 is an interactive virtual fantasia of 
invented species, pictorial styles and soundscapes to represent "manifestations of 
electronic space, ranging from plastic, coiporate knowbots to dreamlike, surreal 
iconography" (11). Jon McCormick and Karl Sims have used genetic algorithms to 
create artificial life in virtual environments. McCormick constmcted Turhiilence, a 
virtual museum of computer synthesised forms which exist only in cyberspace and 
who.se form and behaviour are the result of 'algorithmic ecosystems' (12). Karl Sims 
has produced a major work Panspermia which is the story of virtual life forms evolving 
in (cyber)space and the various ways these creatures can walk, swim, and fly in artificial 
reality. The artificial environment is based in cyberspace alone and is constructed from 
the imagination and computer programming. Virtual realism is differentiated f rom these 
artificial virtual environments as it is based on photographic representation of the material 
world, al though this basis has no foundation in truth due to digital manipulation of 
photographic images. 
Digital imaging has altered the perception of the photographic image as an accurate and 
reliable recorder of reality, mainly because of the ability to seamlessly manipulate and 
retouch images. Many photographers and artists have taken the challenge of pioneering 
new imaging technologies and incorporate them in contemporary art practice. Pedro 
Meyer is a photojournalist turned digital imaging artist who reconstructs an illusion of 
real space with accurate precision and subtle surrealism in content. His images are 
photocollages with seamless qualities to convey powerful insights into human nature and 
the nature of perception, and to subvert the myth of photographic truth. 
"With the digi tal revolut ion, the photograph breaks its 
loyalty with what is real, that unique marriage between the 
ar ts , on ly to fall into the inf in i te t empta t ions of the 
imagination. It is now more the sister of fantasy and dreams 
than pre.sence." -Veronica Volkow, Poet, Mexico (13) 
Meiuetic Mutation 
Troy Iniioccnt 
Description of the CyberTreks 
Blue Water Holes CyberTrek simulates in Cyberspace the experience of trekking through 
the landscape of Kosciuszko National Park. The metaphor of trekking is central to the 
work as it defined the linear structures of the Treks and the interactivity of panorama 
sites. How the cruser interacts with the Quicklime VR is similar to how one views a 
scene, by observation over time, whereas the Trek between sights is captured on video as 
impressions of the terrain and reflects the non-observation of moving through the 
landscape. In recreating the experience of the treks, 1 have placed subtle interpretations 
of the scenes and represented the various sites by using different photographic 
techniques, f i lm type, light or time of day, and digital manipulation techniques. The 
locations of panoramas were selected on aesthetic repre.sentation of the landscape, 
photographic composit ion, and on consecutive sites along the established path to a 
destination point. 
The entire journey along the path itself between panorama locations was recorded on Hi-8 
Video, and then digitised using Avid Videoshop and Adobe Premier software. These 
video links were shot with the intention of offering the viewer a sense or impression of 
the motion and terrain one would Trek through and the strategy involved in moving 
through this environment. By following the track and setting the focal length to the 
immediate path ahead, the camera captured interactivity with the environment, it recorded 
reactions to the terrain as the (virtual) traveller negotiates their way through the landscape; 
along established paths, across stepping stones, over rocky creek beds, through wild 
grass, into caves etc. The digital technique of heavy pixelisation and saturation of colour 
was inspired by films such as Until the End of the World directed by Wim Wenders 
which portrayed the digital recording of sight and dreams of Cyberjunkies, and Nadja 
presented by David Lynch which used a Pixelvision camera in black and white to 
creatively represent the vision of vampires. These filmic techniques present alternative 
visual narratives in cinema, changing the way stories, perspective, and perception can be 
expressed. The digital quicktime movies in CyberTrek present the cruser with brief 
impressions or memories of the motions, features and sounds of the different Treks. The 
full photographic panoramas complement these impressions with user interactivity and 
detailed observation of all encompassing scenes. 
Coolamon Cave Megan Jones 1997 
The panoramas photographed in the Blue Water Holes camping area follow the flow of 
water all along Cave Creek to the waterfall and were captured in colour on Agfa Optima 
film. This film, in conjunction with a polarising filter on the lens, recorded the brilliant 
colours of Blue Water Holes. The land.scape is characterised by turquoise swimming 
holes, stepping stones and floating algae in the shallow creek, Black Sallies with their 
intensely coloured strips of bark, green and gold foliage, wildflowers, bright blue skies 
with fluffy white clouds, and blue grey rock faces. The colour panoramas best capture 
realism of the area and are presented with colour digital video following the red dirt paths 
between sites. The Blue Water Holes Trek panoramas were shot from 4pm to 6:30pm 
and record the changing light and shadows as time and location progress to the final 
sunset image at the end of the trek. These panoramas enhance the natural forms of the 
scenes with heavy shadows and warm highlights, and often include sun flare as the sun 
set. Rather than digitally remove the sun flare spots, I included them to remind the cruser 
the image is a still photograph taken with a camera and lens recording light on film. 
The blue sky colourisation technique used in the Coolamon Cave Trek was engaged to 
place an impression on this series of sites: sites with no water flowing but instead a dry 
colourless terrain and bright blue skies with a rocky creek bed to follow to the main 
feature, the cave itself. The colourisation of the sky was intended to bring out the 
contrast between the forms of the landscape and terrain to the texture and shapes of the 
clouds photographed along this Trek. The black and white digital video capturing the 
walking trek between panoramas was initially in colour, however this affected the 
seamlessness and was monotoned during post production. 
The Coolamine Homestead was photographed in black and white on a cloudy day with 
TMax 400. TMax 3200 was used inside the hut to capture the rooms without flash. The 
Homestead was built from alpine ash slabs and corrugated iron with creaking floorboards 
and walls layered in old newspapers, wallpaper and wrapping paper. The property 
features stonewalled chimneys and fireplaces, outdoor dunnies, derelict bullock drays 
and stockyards, a cheese house and iron sheds. It has a history of hardships as the cruel 
winter took its toll on residences and had recently been restored to some of its former 
stature. I used black and white imagery to capture the history and textures of the 
property, and thoroughly documented the site for the Field Studies Program Group 
Exhibition LandMarks 3 held in Photospace during September 1996. In this exhibition I 
presented Fibre based black and white prints of the textures and angular forms of the 
structures captured on TMax 3200 film to emphasise the tones of the weathered wood. 
Coolamine Homestead Megan Jones 1997 
1 began to experiment with mounting images on aluminium at this time, first using black 
coated sheets for the fibre prints and then straight natural anodised sheets for the first 
series on 360 degree panoramas made and printed of the Homestead. 
The fourth Trek titled Cave Creek begins on the other side of the creek to the Blue Water 
Holes camping area and features brilliant colour of mid day polarised images. These 
panoramas were the last series I shot and stitched together and represent a refined 
technique after 12 months of planning, learning and practice of Quicktime VR 
photography and digital manipulation. The Cave Creek series is the most realistic in 
clarity, colour and detail of the landscape and I feel the colour digital video is the most 
successful in capturing impressions of the terrain and motion of Trekking between sites. 
By photographing at mid day 1 found colour balance was consistent around the 360 
degrees whereas the sunset series had proven far more difficult because of the shifting 
light in the 12 images stitched to make one panorama. The trek concludes with a grey 
.scale panorama of Clarke Gorge from a high vantage point. The grey scale images 
emphasis the forms and shapes of the landscape and reference back to the photographic 
process and traditions of landscape representation which I have employed in this new 
media technique. 
The natural cycles of sound in this environment were captured on the video recordings 
and combined with the visual imagery to complete the simulated virtual realism 
experience. The cycling nature of sounds capture the natural rhythms of the landscape; 
the running water, the wind blowing through the grass and trees, bird songs, insects, 
human breathing and footsteps combine into the songs of nature. These songs play 
continuously and naturally loop to recreate a listening experience in Blue Water Holes. 
Although most of the sounds have been recorded in this environment, I have also 
included bird song recordings made at the National Botanical Gardens. These recordings 
were combined using SoundEdit 16 software and matched with panorama sites in 
Director 5. 

Details of my individual work process 
Over the period of twelve months, I have made four separate trips to Blue Water Holes to 
research, immerse myself in, and photograph the landscape for translation into a 
cyberspace. Over 40 panoramas were photographed, digitised and stitched or constructed 
f rom the component images. Three hours of video was recorded and digiti.sed, and audio 
recordings of natural sounds and songs were sampled to reflect the motion, variation and 
change I encountered in this environment. The convergence of these media elements 
occurs through the construction of an original Website and a runtime interactive 
mult imedia piece using this unique imagery as well as printing panoramas for exhibition. 
The landscape .selected for the virtual experience was directed by the Field Studies 
Program Semester I 1996 developed by John Reid in the Photomedia Department, 
Canberra School of Art. I had decided on representing a natural land.scape in a virtual 
way f rom this opportunity to experience and immerse myself for several days at a time in 
Blue Water Holes. Although I had never been to this particular area, it was exciting to be 
camping in Ko.sciuszko National Park because of previous experiences in this 
mounta inous region. Upon arriving with the group of students, the overwhelming beauty 
and diversity of landscape features at Blue Water Holes were immediately recognised as 
was the fantastic potential for panoramic representation and multimedia application of the 
various walking treks. As one followed the track, the landscape was con.stantly changing 
with the f low of the creek, around each bend a new feature and terrain was revealed. The 
field studies trips were spent exploring the landscape, selecting sites, reading and 
researching techniques of representation of land.scape, and photographing the panoramas. 
T o photograph a panorama for digitisation into a QTVR panorama is a detailed process. 
Before I could begin I required photographic equipment; in particular I purchased an 18-
3 5 m m Zoom Sigma lens which enabled me to capture extreme wide angles and gave me 
the flexibility of focal length for different landscape sites. The lens had to be perfectly 
centred and balanced over the tripod head; for this puipose I acquired a macro slider 
tripod head which minimalised distortion of angles as the camera rotated through 360 
degrees. In each panorama there are 12 individual shots, taken every 30 degrees. These 
shots overlapped and had to be digitally scanned on a negative scanner and written to 
C D R o m for storage, which took approximately two hours per panorama and over 100 
hours of scanning in total. I digitally stitched the individual images together to create one 
seamless 360 degree panorama by using the authoring software MPW to write a script to 
match and blend the images together. I later stitched some panoramas in Photoshop as 1 
found manually layering the 12 images retained higher levels of detail and seamlessness. 
The creative process included adjusting density levels, contrast and hue of the images and 
manipulating them to portray greatest emotional impact. Difficulties were presented in 
achieving consistent colour balance across the full 360 degrees as colour true to reality 
shifts as hue varies from sunrise, noon, to sunset. The source panorama was then 
converted into tiles and made into Quicktime VR movie. 
Over the summer of 1996-97,1 took the opportunity to print a .selection of source colour 
negatives photographically. These prints became components of a larger 180 or 360 
degree landscape panoramas taken from a central perspective position and captured the 
flowing forms of the Blue Water Holes landscape. For the After Hours exhibition of 
casual staff at the Canberra School of Art in June, 1 exhibited a 180 degree tryptic 
panorama of the Waterfall at the end of Cave Creek as a teaser to my graduating 
exhibition. 
The CyberTrek Web site features the completed panoramas and was developed first using 
Hyper Text Mark-up Language (Html). The website is con.structed from Html to display 
images and text, play the panoramas, make frames and tables, and create links between 
sites. The site is accessed with a web browser, such as Netscape Navigator requiring 
Quicktime VR components and Quicktime plugins. The Quicktime VRs were made 
interactive with the use of hotspots over the paths or tracks in the panorama images. 
These hotspots became URL links; that is, when the user clicked on a hot.spot, the source 
code instructed a URL pathname link to the next panorama. The Trek became interactive 
in direction (forwards or backwards) between sites and challenges the viewer to navigate 
their way through the Trek. Using the URL hotspot links to find the path and travel 
through cyberspace reflects navigation through the landscape and having to find and 
follow the path to a new location. 
The elements of virtual realism were integrated into the interactive multimedia piece using 
Director 5 software, which took place after several months of creating the source 
panorama material and digital video. I had encountered obstacles initially in scripting 
QTVR into Director as it is a new multimedia format. Apple recently developed an Xtra 
and source code to script commands and instructions to Director which allows Quicktime 
VR to be played over the stage. I continuously educated myself on interactivity and 
screen design principles such as structure, content and layout, and attended several 
conferences and exhibitions on interactive multimedia in contemporary art practice. The 
major conferences/exhibitions were: The Language of Interactivity presented by the 
Australian Film Commission in Sydney; Burning the Interface at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art; and Short, Sharp and Very Current held in Melbourne in December 
1996. 
The main principle of screen design I followed was simplicity. I employed wide screen 
cinematic proportions to play panoramas and watch the digital video, and used small icons 
of footprints and arrows as buttons and links. The black stage frames the panorama 
image as a photograph is framed and movies are projected, with least distractions from the 
main image. The structure reflects the experience of trekking with four options to choose 
from and then linear journeys to watch, play and move. To navigate through the 
CyberTrek, I used the metaphor of footprints as buttons to move to the next sight. When 
leaving a panorama, motion was triggered as a scripted pan and zoom effect takes the 
cruser into the path leading to the next site. I decided to use buttons rather than the 
hotspot links of the Website as it was a simpler navigation device to move forward only 
and experience the video in between panorama sites. The text was textured with a rock 
image and all the video was stretched to the same wide screen proportions as the 
panoramas. Sound was matched to the sites, and fade out transitions used to maintain 
seamlessness. 
For the Blue Water Holes installation, thirteen of the source panorama images were 
selected to be printed to act as visual references to the landscape on the walls. The printed 
360 degree panorama presents an image which cannot be naturally seen and is often 
confusing and difficult to grasp. Taken from one position, the panorama captures the 
bowing linear perspective around 360 degrees that shapes the space, which is particularly 
evident and illustrated in the interior Homestead panorama. Light sources and 
consequence shadows are revealed as well as what is ahead and what is behind. The.se 
images are unique to digital imaging techniques, and were printed using h'is and La.ser 
printers. I mounted the images on natural anodised aluminium with a solid frame backing 
to make them sit out slightly from the wall. Aluminium is perceived as a new metal and 
has been used similarly by artists such as Mike Kelly in Technoforia, an exhibition of 
technology and art. Other installation requirements included computer hardware of three 
Power Macs and a data projector, which I gained through sponsorship by PCTech and 
Apple computers. The final exhibition will incoiporate projection and screen based 
presentation of the interactive multimedia work and printed panorama images on the 
walls. This installation links the digital work to the development of landscape 
photography, f rom the printed image to cyberspace, and the new ways of seeing the 
panorama image. The installation engages the viewer to make connections between the 
sites on the wall and the events taking place on the screen or projection. 
Quicktime VR and other new media technologies build upon the tools of the land.scape 
photographer to represent the realities they encounter in new and interesting ways for 
audiences to experience. The puipose of Blue Water Holes CyberTrek was to use this 
evolving element of photography to represent the real landscape and make it accessible in 
virtual reality and cyberspace. I feel CyberTrek has successfully captured the essence of 
the landscape trek experience of motion and detailed scenic views, and reflects the 
diversity of landscape features and terrains by virtual realism in cyberspace. 
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h t tp : / /www.leary .com/ 
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M u s u e m of Contemporary Art, Sydney Artlink 
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